Bedeutsamkeit as scaling: das Offene, ὁ καιρός, ma and mu

“A scaling object includes as its defining characteristic the presence of very many
different elements whose scales are of any imaginable size. There are so many
different scales, and their harmonics are so interlaced and interact so confusingly
that they are not really distinct from each other, but merge into a continuum.”1

Bill the Butcher is teaching his new recruit Amsterdam how to kill a man with a knife. As traumamedicos will attest, knife-killing in a standup fight is not easily done – the blade needs to go in
with enough force at the right spot. Bill touches the eviscerated carcass of a pig suspended by
its hind legs from a rafter. Then he touches the corresponding place on Amsterdam’s body: “This
is the liver. The kidneys. The heart.” Bill points his knife into the empty abdomen: “This is a
wound. The stomach will bleed and bleed.” He stabs the carcass with force: “This is a kill.” Stabs
a different spot: “This is a kill.” He slices the foreleg: “Main artery. This is a kill. You try.”
Bill hands the knife to Amsterdam as the music rises and a close-up shows the knife passing into
the younger man’s hand. We the audience know that Amsterdam joined Bill’s gang in order to
kill him. Is this the moment? Will he turn and ram the blade into Bill? ‘Deliberation in his thumos’
moves across Amsterdam’s face. The moment passes; he complies with the lesson by angrily
stabbing the carcass: “Lung, good,” says Bill. “Don’t foul the blade on the rib.” 2
This scene from Gangs of New York exhibits exactly both the physical and the figurative sense of
καιρός: ‘opening.’ Onians cites Euripides referring “to a part of the body where a weapon can
penetrate to the life within (above all, within the head) as a καιρός, speaking of a man as εἰς
καιρὸν τυπείς, ‘struck in(to) a καιρός.’” Onians goes on to comment that this use of καιρός
“appears to be older than the use commonly translated by ‘opportunity’ or ‘due
measure’. For in the vicissitudes of Homer’s epics there are countless possibilities
for the sense ‘due measure’, ‘opportune’, etc.; but neither καιρός nor any
derivative is used thus. Homer’s references to καιρός are confined to his use of
καίριος in four different contexts to describe a place in the body where a weapon
could easily penetrate to the life within.3 . . . καιρός described where a weapon
might fatally penetrate and described that at which archers aimed in practice. But
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what was the latter if we omit birds and beasts? At what were the archers to aim
in the great shooting contest for the hand of Penelope? At what was Odysseus in
the habit of aiming on other occasions? At a penetrable opening, an aperture, a
passage through the iron of an axe or rather of twelve axes set at intervals in a
straight line. . . . Such a sense . . . will explain καιρός and καίριος of parts of the
body through which weapons could penetrate to the life within. It will explain
καιρός apparently with a sense like ‘parting, division’. It will also explain the use
of καιρός to express ‘opportunity’, εἰς καιρὸν, κατὰ καιρὸν, etc. We, ourselves,
speak of ‘an opening’ in just this sense (cf. also ‘loophole’). It will also explain the
uses in which καιρός has been translated by ‘due measure’, etc. Such an opening
is limited. ὁ γὰρ καιρὸς πρὸς ἀνθρώπων βραχὺ μέτρον ἔχει, says Pindar.”4
The answer to Heidegger’s question, What makes being possible and necessary in the first place?,
as Sheehan expounds it, is the phenomenon Ereignis. Yet Sheehan maintains, “One could just as
easily argue that the focal topic of Heidegger’s philosophy is not Ereignis but die Lichtung, a.k.a.
das Offene – the so-called ‘clearing’ or ‘open space’ that Heidegger designated as an
Urphänomen.”5
In orthodox Heideggerian fashion we take das Offene as καιρός in two ways, existential
(structural) and existentiel (personal).6 Existentially as the Grand Opening of The Human
Experience™: “With the existence of human beings there occurs an irruption into the totality of
beings, so that now [jetzt] the being in itself first [erst] becomes manifest, i.e., as being, in varying
degrees, according to various levels of clarity, in various degrees of certainty.”7 Before das Offene
opened “though the ether is filled with vibrations the world is dark” (Wittgenstein), and after das
Offene closes with our extinction “it will have been as if nothing had happened” (Nietzsche).
We take das Offene per capita as avatar of the Grand Opening: a human life opens at birth and
closes at death; the brief measure between birth and death is an opening onto vulnerability and
possibility.8 It is this mass flickering into and out of existence which sustains das Offene in the
large.
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And within the individual’s βραχὺ μέτρον there occurs the rapid, spontaneous opening and
closing of all varieties of becoming manifest: ‘seeing that,’ ‘seeing how,’ ‘seeing as;’ intuition,
insight, inspiration, epiphany, guess, dream; all manner of anagnorisis, revelation, awakening,
enlightenment; Aufleuchten at all scales of intensity.9
Mandelbrot remarks “the importance of near empty portions to the whole of a nontrivially
scaling object.” Just as, he writes, “a typical Renaissance portrait depicts a seemingly obligatory
juxtaposition of featureless areas (including draperies) and of finely detailed areas (including
background landscapes that may often seem to lack any other purpose),” so also “it is indeed an
important characteristic of a typical scaling pattern in nature that a portion selected without a
systematic bias tends to include substantial featureless portions.”10
The Japanese word for this phenomenon is ma, “empty space and time;” the ma “constitutes
temporal zero units between words in discourse, or spatial zero units purposely left ‘empty’ in
architecture, gardens, etc.”11 Ohnuki-Tierney cites the empty brushstroke of calligraphy, the
silent beat in the structures of haiku and waka, the moment during a Noh play when the
performers, amidst their rhythmic sounds and movements, synchronously halt their breath and
“cause the breathing of the audience to stop by the tension,” the ma, thus created.12
The ma shows up in Heidegger’s contemplation of a painting by Van Gogh: “There is nothing
surrounding [herum ist nichts] this pair of peasant shoes in or to which they might belong—only
an undefined space [nur ein unbestimmter Raum]. There are not even clods of soil from the field
or the field-path sticking to them, which would at least hint at their use. A pair of peasant shoes
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and nothing more [und nichts weiter]. And yet—From the dark opening [aus der dunklen
Öffnung] of the worn insides of the shoes the toilsome tread of the worker stares forth.”
Whereupon Heidegger riffs on details of the shoes to imagine the life of the person who wore
them. The surrounding ma pops the shoes out as shoes “and nothing more,” while the ma of the
dark, featureless opening triggers a reverie of their richness as metonymy of the owner’s life. An
epiphany; itself a metonymy for what art ‘does.’ As Heidegger puts it, “This painting spoke. In
the vicinity of the work we were suddenly somewhere else than we usually tend to be. . . . If
there occurs in the work a disclosure of a particular being, disclosing what and how it is, then
there is here an occurring, a happening of truth at work. . . . The work holds open the Open of
the world [Das Werk hält das Offene der Welt offen].”13
“The temporal and spatial ma,” according to Ohnuki-Tierney, “is a zero signifier whose presence
is predicated by objectified signifiers, such as words, events, activities, drum beats, visible
brushstrokes, or rocks in the rock garden.” (As being is predicated by entities?) “The objectified
signifiers which signal the presence of the absence, ma, are in turn given meaning by the ma. The
ma is in itself devoid of specific meaning; its power rests in providing meaning to other
signifiers/symbols.”14
The use of ma in everyday discourse bears senses congruent with those of καιρός as ‘due
measure,’ ‘opportunity,’ ‘fittingness.’ Thus “ma o motsu (to hold the ma), ma o motanai (to be
unable to hold the ma), ma ga warui (wrong ma; inconvenient, unlucky); ma ni au (to meet the
ma; to be in time, to come in handy).”15
So also the various modes of the unsuitability (Unverwendbarkeit) of equipment are ma-like in
their disclosing power; pre-eminently:
“when something ready-to-hand is found missing [Fehlen], though its everyday
presence has been so obvious that we have never taken any notice of it, this makes
a break [ein Bruch] in those referential contexts which circumspection discovers.
Our circumspection comes up against emptiness [Leere], and now sees for the first
time what the missing article was ready-to-hand with, and what it was ready-tohand for. The environment announces itself afresh. What is thus lit up
[aufleuchtet] is not itself just one thing ready-to-hand among others; still less is it
something present-at-hand upon which equipment ready-to-hand is somehow
founded: it is in the ‘there’ before anyone has observed or ascertained it.”16
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At broader scale than ma is “the mu, nothingness or emptiness.” The mu as “a zero signifier
predicated by material signifiers, that is, all its surroundings” holds “infinite possibilities for
meaning.”17 Lévi-Strauss says of such large-scale zero or ‘floating’ signifiers that “conceptions of
the mana type are so frequent and so widespread that it is appropriate to wonder whether we
are not dealing with a universal and permanent form of thought.”18
“force and action; quality and state; substantive, adjective and verb all at once;
abstract and concrete; omnipresent and localised. . . . mana is all those things
together; but is that not precisely because it is none of those things, but a simple
form, or to be more accurate, a symbol in its pure state, therefore liable to take
on any symbolic content whatever? . . . a zero symbolic value, that is, a sign
marking the necessity of a supplementary symbolic content over and above that
which the signified already contains, which can be any value at all, provided it is
still part of the available reserve, and is not already, as the phonologists say, a
term in a set.”19
Zero signifiers of the scale of mu, mana, teotl,20 Vairocana,21 God,22 and their like encode a
fundamental, perseverant situation which “arises out of the human condition: namely, that man
has from the start had at his disposition a signifier-totality which he is at a loss to know how to
allocate to a signified, given as such, but no less unknown for being given.”23 “[A]t the moment
when the entire universe all at once became significant, it was none the better known for being
so.”24 The inexplicable fact of this ongoing moment of the totality of significance – Es gibt, Welt
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weltet – is denoted by some zero-signifier, “the subjective reflection of the need to supply an
unperceived [non perçue] totality;” a totality “which is closed and complementary to itself.”25
‘Unperceived’ as in Das Ereignis ist das Unscheinbarste des Unscheinbaren – “Ereignis is the most
inconspicuous of inconspicuous phenomena.”26 In Sheehan’s words “Meaningfulness is the
mostly unnoticed dimension through which alone I can encounter whatever shows up. . . . the
barely heard white noise enveloping everything I meet and the unnoticed gleam that lets
everything shimmer with reality.”27
This dimension is a positive phenomenon, and by Heidegger’s heuristic “Everything positive
becomes particularly clear when seen from the side of the privative.”28 To see the gleam or hear
the ‘pure noise’ of meaning requires the occurrence of some mode of ma, a darkness or a
stillness, a rift in the continuum of Bedeutsamkeit. For Heidegger that privation, the ma that
discloses Urphänomen, the καιρός that opens onto ‘how it is,’ occurs through fundamental
moods, Grundstimmungen, pre-eminently the mood of Angst: “An experience of being as that
which is other than all beings is bestowed in anxiety.”29
Just what the Angster experiences has been the subject of controversy, at least in the West. In
key passages Heidegger calls it das Nichts, ‘the nothing;’ which has led to accusation that “A
‘philosophy of nothing’ is complete ‘nihilism’.”30 To deflect this accusation Heidegger has his
Japanese visitor say, “We marvel to this day how the Europeans could lapse into interpreting as
nihilistic the nothingness of which you speak in that lecture [“What is Metaphysics?”]. To us,
emptiness is the loftiest name for what you mean to say with the word ‘Being’.”31
Despite the “major element of free invention”32 in Heidegger’s version of this conversation, and
notwithstanding that ‘the Japanese’ in this dialogue “is at least ninety percent Heidegger,”33 it
does appear from Tezuka Tomio’s memoir that Heidegger not inaccurately distills Tezuka’s
remarks assimilating emptiness and being. Tezuka recalls saying to Heidegger,
“To characterize the meanings of these words in more detail, shiki would be colour
and colouring, and, by extension, appearance; and though kū originally means
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emptiness, or sky (sora), it also means ‘the open’ (the opened-up world). In one
respect it is empty nothing (kū mu), although this doesn’t have a merely negative
meaning, but rather refers to the primordial way of being of all things, and thus to
a condition that is striven for as an ideal. Buddhist doctrine is especially aware of
this. . . . Precisely there where appearance (shiki) is emptiness (kū), appearance
begins to approach what is essential. This premonition of the essential is thus
oriented to this empty nothing and limitlessness, which is the traditional
orientation of our [Japanese] ways of thinking and feeling.”34
This orientation was likely not news to Heidegger in 1954. In 1922 Tanabe Hajime, devoted
student of Nishida Kitarō, had given a series of talks at Husserl’s home. Heidegger was present
for at least some of these sessions. Parkes comments, “In the absence of a direct record of
Tanabe’s presentations, one can only speculate on their content. But since Nishida had been
developing his ideas about mu since 1911, and Tanabe was at the time the best interpreter of his
mentor’s thinking, the presentation could not have helped dealing with Nishida’s conception of
nothingness (especially since the idea of mu was soon to become so central to Tanabe’s own
thinking).”35
Another of Heidegger’s names for ‘the nothing’ is ‘the abyss,’ Abgrund; sometimes the lurid
‘abyss of horror,’ Abgrund des Schreckens. By whatever name the experience of it discloses “the
wonder of all wonders: that beings are;”36 “the scarcely broached realm of being from whose
clearing every being first returns to what it is and can be.”37
The nothing, the abyss, is the mu of not-meaningfully-present; the zero-signifying emptiness
which holds “infinite possibilities for meaning.” In Hesiod’s image, πρώτιστα χάος γένετο, ‘First
was chaos.’38 “As that which is altogether other than all beings,” Heidegger writes, “being is that
which is not. But this nothing essentially prevails as being [west als das Sein].”39 And this
essential prevailing of being – meaningfulness, Bedeutsamkeit – has the structure characteristic
of a scaling phenomenon: “history’s stuff, human experience, is self-similar;” “now dark and
perplexing, now again lightning-sharp like a sudden insight;” an opening onto openings and
closings of any imaginable size, all merging into a continuum.
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